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The (Almost) Zero Waste Guide: 100+ Tips for Reducing Your Waste Without Changing Your Life – Melanie 

Mannarino 

“In The (Almost) Zero Waste Guide, author Melanie Mannarino shares 100 simple tips for being less 

wasteful with what you eat, how you live in your home, when you're curating your wardrobe, when you 

practice self-care, during your travels near and far, and in your community. What's more, she even 

advises on how you can reduce your "unseen" waste--such as purchasing clothes with more 

sustainable fabrics and adopting a "Meatless Monday" regimen to help decrease your carbon footprint. 

If you're someone who wants to reduce waste in your daily life and make a positive impact on the planet

without making drastic changes in your habits, then look no further. This highly accessible and practical 

guide will have you living a greener, more sustainable life that is (almost) zero waste in no time!" 

Becoming Bureau County – Bartlett Lee Kassabaum 

"Becoming Bureau County is a book about people and part of their journeys in one small spot on our 

planet, Bureau County, Illinois, USA. It is a collection of stories of life, settling the land, the struggle for 

freedom, gun battles, murder, robberies, the unexplained, and how people can change the lives of 

others, that are not just a history of the county, but a sampling of incidents that give a brief timeline of 

events that were a part of the history of the county. There are 105 illustrations, photographs, and 

graphics in the book, by the author, who is also a professional artist." 

 

 

Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants – Robin Wall 

Kimmerer 

"An inspired weaving of indigenous knowledge, plant science, and personal narrative from a 

distinguished professor of science and a Native American whose previous book, Gathering Moss, was 

awarded the John Burroughs Medal for outstanding nature writing. As a botanist and professor of plant 

ecology, Robin Wall Kimmerer has spent a career learning how to ask questions of nature using the 

tools of science. As a Potawatomi woman, she learned from elders, family, and history that the 

Potawatomi, as well as a majority of other cultures indigenous to this land, consider plants and animals 

to be our oldest teachers. In Braiding Sweetgrass, Kimmerer brings these two lenses of knowing 

together to reveal what it means to see humans as "the younger brothers of creation." As she explores 

these themes she circles toward a central argument: the awakening of a wider ecological consciousness requires the 

acknowledgement and celebration of our reciprocal relationship with the world. Once we begin to listen for the languages 

of other beings, we can begin to understand the innumerable life-giving gifts the world provides us and learn to offer our 

thanks, our care, and our own gifts in return." 

Connecting with Crystals: Crystal Wisdom and Stone Healing for Body, Mind, and Spirit – Laurelle Rethke 

"Crystals have been used for millennia for physical and psychic healing, and this book shows you how 

to harness their energy and power in your everyday life. With a simple, easy-to-understand description 

and a full-color photo for each crystal, this book is a handy reference and a beautiful object for anyone 

interested in the ancient art of crystal healing." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ida B. the Queen: The Extraordinary Life and Legacy of Ida B. Wells – Michelle Duster and Hannah Giorgis 

"Journalist. Suffragist. Antilynching crusader. In 1862, Ida B. Wells was born enslaved in Holly Springs, 

Mississippi. In 2020, she won a Pulitzer Prize. Ida B. Wells committed herself to the needs of those who 

did not have power. In the eyes of the FBI, this made her a "dangerous negro agitator." In the annals of 

history, it makes her an icon. Ida B. the Queen tells the awe-inspiring story of a pioneering woman who 

was often overlooked and underestimated--a woman who refused to exit a train car meant for white 

passengers; a woman brought to light the horrors of lynching in America; a woman who cofounded the 

NAACP. Written by Wells's great-granddaughter Michelle Duster, this "warm remembrance of a civil 

rights icon" (Kirkus Reviews) is a unique visual celebration of Wells's life, and of the Black experience. A 

century after her death, Wells's genius is being celebrated in popular culture by politicians, through song, public artwork, 

and landmarks. Like her contemporaries Frederick Douglass and Susan B. Anthony, Wells left an indelible mark on 

history--one that can still be felt today. As America confronts the unfinished business of systemic racism, Ida B. the Queen 

pays tribute to a transformational leader and reminds us of the power we all hold to smash the status quo." 

Instant Loss on a Budget: Super-Affordable Recipes for the Health-Conscious Cook – Brittany Williams 

"After a decade of yo-yo dieting, Williams made changes: ditched processed foods, curbed takeouts, 

and cut back on inflammatory ingredients like gluten, dairy, and sugar. Here she shares recipes and 

shows readers how important it is to create nutritious meals-- without breaking your budget.” -- adapted 

from front flap. 

 

Instant Pot Miracle Healthy Cookbook – Urvashi Pitre 

"Urvashi Pitre, author of best-selling cookbooks such as Indian Instant Pot Cookbook, The Keto Instant 

Pot Cookbook, and Instant Pot Fast & Easy, is back with her latest Instant Pot collection featuring 100 

healthy and flavor-packed recipes. Unlike many other Instant Pot books, you won't find pre-processed 

and highly refined ingredients like canned soups, boxed mixes, or excessive amounts of sugar in these 

recipes. Instead the emphasis is on whole, unprocessed foods, vegetables high in fiber, healthy fats, 

and lean proteins that everyone in the family will enjoy, with recipes to suit a variety of diets including 

gluten-free and dairy-free. The recipes have been impeccably tested, so they will work every time with a 

minimum amount of fuss. Dishes like Turkey Tetrazzini, Savory Bread Pudding, Beef Stroganoff, and North Carolina BBQ 

show how to cook using healthful ingredients that come together to make a meal that feels indulgent and satisfying." 

Land: How the Hunger for Ownership Shaped the Modern World – Simon Winchester 

"The author of The Professor and the Madman and The Perfectionists explores the notion of property--

our proprietary relationship with the land--through human history, how it has shaped us and what it will 

mean for our future. Land--whether meadow or mountainside, desert or peat bog, parkland or pasture, 

suburb or city--is central to our existence. It quite literally underlies and underpins everything. Employing 

the keen intellect, insatiable curiosity, and narrative verve that are the foundations of his previous 

bestselling works, Simon Winchester examines what we human beings are doing--and have done--with 

the billions of acres that together make up the solid surface of our planet. Land: How the Hunger for 

Ownership Shaped the Modern World examines in depth how we acquire land, how we steward it, how 

and why we fight over it, and finally, how we can, and on occasion do, come to share it. Ultimately, 

Winchester confronts the essential question: who actually owns the world's land--and why does it matter?" 

Last Stands: Why Men Fight When All Is Lost – Michael Walsh 

"What is heroism? What are its moral components--altruism, love, self-sacrifice? Why was it once 

celebrated, and now often dismissed as anachronistic? In this dramatic and readable account of last 

stands in history--famous or otherwise--Walsh explores the stakes that led men at very different times 

and places to face overwhelming odds and certain death for the sake of family, home and country. In 

Last Stands, Walsh writes about battles in which a small group faced overwhelming odds, and all too 

often died to the last man--battles like Thermopylae, the Ronceveaux Pass, the Alamo, the siege of 

Malta, Little Big Horn, Stalingrad, Rorke's Drift, and the Warsaw Ghetto--explaining why they were 

fought, what their ultimate outcome was, and their afterlife in history, myth and culture." 



Making with Meaning: More Than 20 Meditative and Creative Crochet Projects – Jessica Carey 

"A thoughtful, purposeful approach to prioritize time for making and adding more meaning and intention 

to your life, featuring more than 20 different inspiring crochet patterns. Projects vary in skill level, but 

are all designed for readers to be able to free their minds, leaving space for stitch-repetition to kick in." 

 

 

Modern Crocheted Shawls and Wraps – Laura Strutt 

"Shawls, wraps, and afghans are a simple yet colorful way to liven up your wardrobe or home--they are 

comforting and cozy, but they can also be stylish and delicate. Modern Crocheted Shawls and Wraps 

has 35 patterns ranging from a simple, slip-on crochet wrap, to a large open-work shawl with tassels, 

and an emerald-green afghan with contrasting borders. There are lace-patterned shawls to drape 

around your shoulders at a party, or capelets to add a layer of warmth to your outfit on chilly days. 

Granny hexagons and stars are used to make giant rectangular wraps and afghans, while triangle stitch 

and puff stitch add texture and weight. There's even a "stash-buster" pattern with a mix-and-match 

border designed to use up your colorful leftover yarns. Many of the shawls would make excellent gifts--particularly as 

"prayer shawls"--and of course, one size fits all! Following on from Modern Granny Square Crochet and More, this latest 

collection from Laura Strutt features her usual up-to-date style and modern palette of brights, variegated yarns, and 

neutrals, while many of the patterns use the increasingly popular super-bulky and variegated yarns." 

Ride Inside: The Essential Guide to Get the Most Out of Indoor Cycling, Smart Trainers, Classes, and Apps – Joe 

Friel, with Jim Rutberg 

"From bad weather to business travel to traffic safety, there are dozens of reasons why cyclists and 

triathletes take their rides inside. Although indoor cycling workouts offer the ultimate control over 

workout conditions, most inside riders don't get the most out of their trainers or spin bikes. Ride Inside 

offers cyclists and triathletes a smart guide to getting more fitness from every indoor cycling workout." 

 

Together in a Sudden Strangeness: America's Poets Respond to the Pandemic – Edited by Alice Quinn 

"In this urgent outpouring of American voices, our poets speak to us as they shelter in place, addressing 

our collective fear, grief, and hope from eloquent and diverse individual perspectives. As the novel 

coronavirus and its devastating effects began to spread in the United States and around the world, Alice 

Quinn reached out to poets across the country to see if, and what, they were writing under quarantine. 

Overwhelmed by the response, the onetime New Yorker poetry editor and recent former director of the 

Poetry Society of America began collecting the compassionate verses that were arriving in her inbox, 

assembling this various, intimate, and intricate portrait of our suddenly altered reality. Whether grieving 

for relatives they are separated from, recovering from illness themselves, attending to suddenly 

complicated household tasks, or considering the bravery of medical workers and the inequities in our society that amplify 

sorrow and demand our engagement, our poets are just like us, but with the words to describe what can feel unspeakably 

difficult and strange. From fierce and resilient to wistful, darkly humorous, and emblematically reverent about the earth 

and the vulnerability of human beings in frightening times, the poems in this collection provide wisdom and 

companionship, depths of feeling that enliven our spirits, and a poignant summoning to the page of spring's inevitable 

return." 

Try Softer – Aundi Kolber, MA, LPC 

"In the wise and soulful tradition of teachers like Shauna Niequist and Brene Brown, therapist Aundi 

Kolber debuts with Try Softer, helping us align our mind, body, and soul to live the life God created for us. 

In a world that preaches a "try harder" gospel -- just keep going, keep hustling, keep pretending we're all 

fine -- we're left exhausted, overwhelmed, and so numb to our lives. If we're honest, we've been 

overfunctioning for so long, we can't even imagine another way. How else will things get done? How else 

will we survive? It doesn't have to be this way. Aundi Kolber believes that we don't have to white-knuckle 

our way through life. In her debut book, Try Softer, she'll show us how God specifically designed our 

bodies and minds to work together to process our stories and work through obstacles. Through the latest 



psychology, practical clinical exercises, and her own personal story, Aundi equips and empowers us to connect us to our 

truest self and truly live. This is the ‘try softer’ life." 

Unfinished: A Memoir – Priyanka Chopra Jonas 

"In this thoughtful and revealing memoir, readers will accompany one of the world's most recognizable 

women on her journey of self-discovery. A remarkable life story rooted in two different worlds, 

Unfinished offers insights into Priyanka Chopra Jonas's childhood in India; her formative teenage years 

in the United States; and her return to India, where against all odds as a newcomer to the pageant 

world, she won the national and international beauty competitions that launched her global acting 

career. Whether reflecting on her nomadic early years or the challenges she has faced as she has 

doggedly pursued her calling, Priyanka shares her challenges and triumphs with warmth and honesty. 

The result is a book that is philosophical, sassy, inspiring, bold, and rebellious. Just like the author 

herself. From her dual-continent twenty-year-long career as an actor and producer to her work as a 

UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador, from losing her beloved father to cancer to marrying Nick Jonas, Priyanka Chopra Jonas's 

story will inspire a generation around the world to gather their courage, embrace their ambition, and commit to the hard 

work of following their dreams." 

Visible Mending: A Modern Guide to Darning, Stitching and Patching the Clothes You Love – Arounna 

Khounnoraj 

"We all have that favorite pair of jeans or even lucky socks that we treasure, no matter how baggy or 

worn they might become. In the movement against throwaway culture and fast fashion, learn how to 

pick up a needle and rediscover the forgotten techniques and the joy of mending. In Visible Mending, 

Arounna Khounnraj explores why we should mend, and how to mend a variety of different fabrics. Work 

through the book to discover how to repair forgotten pieces and give worn-out clothes a new life. Today, 

mending has become an extension to making. Mending is about returning value to something, an 

opportunity to decorate, emphasize details and express identity by repurposing and reusing. Illustrated step-by-step 

instructions will demystify mending techniques that can be easily applied to old items to give them a fresh, modern look.”  

Walk in My Combat Boots: True Stories from America’s Bravest Warriors – James Patterson 

"Walk in My Combat Boots is a powerful collection crafted from hundreds of original interviews by James 

Patterson, the world's #1 bestselling writer, and First Sergeant US Army (Ret.) Matt Eversmann, part of 

the Ranger unit portrayed in the movie Black Hawk Down. These are the brutally honest stories usually 

only shared amongst comrades in arms. Here, in the voices of the men and women who've fought 

overseas from Vietnam to Iraq and Afghanistan, is a rare eye-opening look into what wearing the 

uniform, fighting in combat, losing friends and coming home is really like. Readers who next thank a 

military member for their service will finally have a true understanding of what that thanks is for." 

 

You'll Never Believe What Happened to Lacey – Amber Ruffin and Lacey Lamar 

“Now a writer and performer on Late Night with Seth Meyers and host of The Amber Ruffin Show, Amber 

Ruffin lives in New York, where she is no one's First Black Friend and everyone is, as she puts it, "stark 

raving normal." But Amber's sister Lacey? She's still living in their home state of Nebraska, and trust us, 

you'll never believe what happened to Lacey. From racist donut shops to strangers putting their whole 

hand in her hair, from being mistaken for a prostitute to being mistaken for Harriet Tubman, Lacey is a 

lightning rod for hilariously ridiculous yet all-too-real anecdotes. She's the perfect mix of polite, beautiful, 

petite, and Black that apparently makes people think "I can say whatever I want to this woman." And 

now, Amber and Lacey share these entertainingly horrifying stories through their laugh-out-loud sisterly 

banter. Painfully relatable or shockingly eye-opening (depending on how often you have personally been 

followed by security at department stores), this book tackles modern-day racism with the perfect balance of levity and 

gravity." 

 


